
£395
Polop Villas

Villa | 3 Bedrooms | 2 Bathrooms
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Step Inside

Key Features

A 15-minute walk from Polop or 
four minutes by car

A few metres from cafés and 
restaurants

Altea and its beaches are just 20 
minutes away

Easy access

Green areas

La Nucia is just ten minutes away

Mountain walks and routes



Property Description

Surrounded by pines and with the magnificent backdrop of Monte Ponoig, the Polop Villas housing 
development offers the perfect combination of design, convenience, comfort, and nature. These homes 
are ideal for year-round living, for appreciating their charming surroundings in summer and winter alike. 
Polop Villas Discover… Avant-garde design villas. An inviting infinity pool with uninterrupted views is the 
main feature of the relaxation area with barbecue, perfect for parties and everyday enjoyment. 
Welcoming interiors with large windows that flood rooms with light all day long. Porcelain tile floors from 
top brands, windows with double glazing, motorized blackout blinds, and thermal and acoustic insulation 
in the floors, walls, and windows to ensure your home is comfortable at all hours of the day.

Main Particulars
Surrounded by pines and with the magnificent backdrop of Monte Ponoig, the Polop Villas housing 

development offers the perfect combination of design, convenience, comfort, and nature. These homes 

are ideal for year-round living, for appreciating their charming surroundings in summer and winter alike. 

Polop Villas Discover… Avant-garde design villas. An inviting infinity pool with uninterrupted views is the 

main feature of the relaxation area with barbecue, perfect for parties and everyday enjoyment. 

Welcoming interiors with large windows that flood rooms with light all day long. Porcelain tile floors from 

top brands, windows with double glazing, motorized blackout blinds, and thermal and acoustic insulation 

in the floors, walls, and windows to ensure your home is comfortable at all hours of the day.
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